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cromolecular motors as model
materials of ectotherm muscles

Toribio Fernández Otero †

The electrochemical reaction in liquid electrolytes of conducting polymers, carbon nanotubes, graphenes,

among other materials, replicates the active components (macromolecular electro-chemical motors, ions

and solvent) and volume variation of the sarcomere in any natural muscles during actuation, allowing the

development of electro-chemo-mechanical artificial muscles. Materials, reactions and artificial muscles

have been used as model materials, model reactions and model devices of the muscles from ectotherm

animals. We present in this perspective the experimental results and a quantitative description of the

thermal influence on the reaction extension and energetic achievements of those muscular models

using different experimental methodologies. By raising the temperature for 40 �C keeping the extension

of the muscular movement the cooperative actuation of the macromolecular motors harvest, saving

chemical energy, up to 60% of the reaction energy from the thermal environment. The synergic thermal

influence on either, the reaction rate (Arrhenius), the conformational movement rates of the motors

(ESCR model) and the diffusion coefficients of ions across polymer matrix (WLF equation) can support

the physical chemical foundations for the selection by nature of ectotherm muscles. Macromolecular

motors act, simultaneously, as electro-chemo-mechanical and thermo-mechanical transducers.

Technological and biological perspectives are presented.
Introduction

During the last decades model materials replicating the dense gel
environment and the reactive functional elements of the intra-
cellular matrix (ICM) from the muscle cell sarcomere
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the Royal Society of Chemistry
(macromolecular or polymeric motors, ions and solvent) have
been described.1–3 Driven by electrochemical reactions lms of
conducting polymers (CP), carbon nanotubes (CNT), graphenes
(G) and other electroactive (understood in the sense that they
follow oxidation/reduction reactions) materials react in liquid
electrolytes exchanging counterions and solvent with the electro-
lyte becoming dense reactive gels.1,3 Each lm element (polymer
chain, nanotube or nanosheet) acts during the reaction as a multi-
step (exchanging, one by one, up to n electrons) polymeric motor
(see reaction (2) below). The cooperative actuation of the lm
chains (macromolecularmotors) during the reaction promotes the
lm swelling/contraction to lodge/expel, respectively, balancing
counterions and solvent (Fig. 1). The reaction-driven changes of
the material volume have been used to produce electrochemical
articial muscles working, as they do natural muscles, by coop-
erative actuation of the constitutive macromolecular motors.2,4–10

In this context, during the last years either, lms of conducting
polymers, carbon nanotubes or graphenes and articial muscles
made with those lms have been used as model materials and
model devices in order to characterize the energetic changes
during electrochemical reactions involving macromolecular
machines under different temperatures. This thermal inuence
has been exploited to initiate a quantitative description of the
behavior of natural ectotherm muscles (coldblooded animals)
from the parallel study and quantitative energetic descriptions
attained by the physical chemical characterization of model
materials and model devices.
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21489–21506 | 21489
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Fig. 1 The cooperative actuation of the macromolecular electrochemical motors (the chains of the conducting polymer) during the film
oxidation (reaction (2) forwards) incorporates counterions (yellow circles) and solvent (blue circles) from the solution for charge and osmotic
balance originating the film swelling going from the upper left to the bottom right figure. During the film reduction the macromolecular motor's
actuation originates reverse processes and the film contraction coming back from the bottom right figure to the upper left one. This figure has
been reproduced from ref. 11 with permission from Springer Nature, copyright 1999.
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Basic chemical aspects from natural muscles to be replicated

Animal muscles (skeletal, cardiac or smooth) are biological
macroscopic motors which basic actuating element is the cell
sarcomere. Despite the complex biological reactions taking
place in a muscle cell three are the basic chemical and electrical
elements originating the sarcomere actuation: macromolecular
chemical motors (actin, myosin, kinesin, tropomyosin, or
troponin) driven by ATP reactions, triggered by a brain order (a
nervous pulse) liberating Ca2+ ions (electrical and chemical
pulse) inside the sarcomere changing the Ca2+ concentration
there for several orders of magnitude.12,13 As nal result the
cooperative conformational movements (cooperative actuation)
of the macromolecular motors constituting the sarcomere unit
fueled by the ATP reaction under an electro-chemical order
originates the muscle contraction. Thus, natural muscles are
electro-chemo-mechanical transducers: under an electric order
they transform chemical energy stored by ATP into mechanical
energy (muscle contraction), heat and, probably, nervous pulses
sent back through the sensory neuron to inform the brain about
the muscle working physical and chemical conditions.12–14

The basic simplied reaction driving every mono-step actu-
ation of the macromolecular motors can be written as:

(MM)ext + ATP4� / (MM)contr + ADP3� + P2� + H+ (1)

where (MM)ext means the extended and independent state of the
macromolecular motors (e.g. actin-myosin head), ATP is the
reacting adenosine triphosphate ion, (MM)c represents the
contracted conformational state (producing force) of the
macromolecular motors driven by the energy produced by ATP
hydrolysis, ADP and P are the adenosine diphosphate and
phosphate reaction products.

Moreover we know that muscles from ectotherm animals
work faster and easier aer the animal heating under the sun
light or from a thermal source.15,16 As chemists or biochemists
our interpretation, in an initial approach, is that the driven
21490 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21489–21506
reaction rate, involving the macromolecular motors and ATP,
increases when the body temperature (Tb) rises following the
Arrhenius description. This explanation does not provide any
quantitative relationship between the consumed reaction
energy and the temperature of the animal body and cannot
dene the percentage of chemical energy saved under
a constant muscular performance when the muscle tempera-
ture rises. In fact all aspects of the behavior and physiology of
ectotherms are sensitive to Tb. The relationship between Tb and
a specic type of performance is described by an empirical
asymmetric function: from a minimum critical thermal limit
(CTmin) the performance increases passes through the thermal
maximum (T0) and then decreases very fast up to the maximum
critical thermal limit (CTmax).15–17 Temperatures outside the
critical thermal limits are not compatible with life functions.
The empirical asymmetric function Tb/performance is a result
of the temperature inuence on a plethora of biological reac-
tions, including reactants degradation or denaturation. As
a partial conclusion we don't have quantitative descriptions
clear enough to reveal the physical chemical foundations
behind the selection by nature of coldblooded animal muscles
by evolution, which performance increases with the body
temperature from the CTmin to the thermal maximum, T0.

At present our limited control of the reactions involving the
above mentioned biological macromolecular motors (aer its
isolation from the muscle), if rising quite fast,14,18–28 does not
allow a deep physical-chemical characterization of the muscle
driven reactions under different thermal conditions. In fact,
most of the literature present responses to thermal variations
from the full muscle,15,29(and references therein) which means
involving many reactions in addition to that of the macromo-
lecular motors.

In this work advances attained from the study of model
materials and model devices, as well as the future technological
and biological perspectives are presented and discussed. We
hope that some aspects of the applied methodologies and
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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procedures here used could help in the future to attain a full
theoretical description of any biological function originated by
the actuation of electro-chemo-mechanical macromolecular
machines (protein motors).
Driving electro-chemical reaction

By electrochemical oxidation/reduction every chain, tube or
nano-sheet from lms of any conducting polymer, carbon
nanotube or graphene, respectively, used as the working elec-
trode in a liquid electrolyte behaves as a multi-step (n steps)
macromolecular motor.2 Using lms of conducting polymers
exchanging anions (the most studied in nowadays literature)
during its reversible oxidation/reduction (p-doping/p-de-
doping) in liquid electrolytes the material reactions can be
written, in its simplest expression (not including ion trapping
effects), as:30–33

ðPol*Þ þ nA�
solv þ pSsolv%

�ðPolnþÞðA�ÞnðSÞp
�
gel

þ nðe�Þmetal-wire

(2)

where Pol* represents every active center on any polymer chain
taking part of the lm (wherever, at the polymer/electrolyte
interface or in the lm bulk) where a positive charge (a p

conjugated polaronic radical-cation structure) will be generated
by extraction of one electron during oxidation; Asolv denotes the
mono-valent anion from the salt, solved and dissociated,
present in the electrolyte that is exchanged with the lm (Fig. 1)
through the ion channels open by actuation (conformational
relaxation) of the macromolecular motors to balance the chain
positive charge during the direct reaction (2); Ssolv are the
solvent molecules (e.g. H2O) present in the electrolyte and
exchanged during the reaction (Fig. 1) to keep the osmotic
balance (which is broken by the continuous entrance of coun-
terions from the solution) between the lm and the electrolyte;
ne� indicates that up to n electrons can be extracted from each
polymeric chain through consecutive n steps (each involving
one electron transfer) during the chain oxidation; the subscript
gel indicates a dense gel material and the subscript metal wire
means that the electronic exchange from the lm polymer
chains imposed by the potentiostat–galvanostat occurs through
the metal wire connecting the polymer lm to the generator.

The reaction (2) indicates that the extraction/injection of
every electron from/towards each polymeric chain of the con-
ducting polymer lm must occur simultaneously to the
entrance/expulsion of one monovalent anion from/towards,
respectively, the solution. As a consequence of this required
simultaneity the reaction is inhibited in presence of large
counterions: by structural restrictions large counterions, as
macroanions or polymeric anions, cannot penetrate through
the narrow interchain ionic channels open by actuation of the
macromolecular motors.34

Descriptions, equations and conclusions here attained will
be also valid for those materials exchanging cations during
electrochemical oxidation (p-doping), i.e. reaction (3) below, or
during electrochemical reduction (n-doping) starting from the
neutral state of the chain.31,35 The only macroscopic difference is
that for those materials exchanging cations the oxidation
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
reaction drives the expulsion of cations and the material
macroscopic contraction (versus macroscopic swelling in
material exchanging anions) and its reduction drives the
material macroscopic swelling (versus contraction in materials
exchanging anions).31,35
Multi-step electro-chemical polymeric motors

Thus, the extraction/injection of one electron from/to, respec-
tively, a polymeric chain drives the change of the double bonds
distribution along 3 to 5 monomeric units (Fig. 2).2 In the
reduced state of the chain s bonds are present between those
monomeric units (Fig. 2 le reaction side) allowing its relative
free rotation getting, above the glass transition temperature of
the polymer, different conformational states. The p conjugated
at polaronic structure (Fig. 2 right reaction side), generated by
the electronic extraction,36–39 means that the reaction drives
conformational (mechanical) movements of the chain: whatever
the initial reduced conformational state was becomes by
oxidation a at p conjugated conformation. By reduction the s

bonds between monomeric units are restored and one of the
initial conformations is recovered. This is a mono-step revers-
ible electrochemical motor: the reversible formation/
destruction of a polaronic structure in the chain drives revers-
ible conformational movements of the consecutive monomeric
units. Professors Sauvage, Feringa and Stoddart received the
2016 Nobel prize in Chemistry for the design and synthesis of
molecular (mono-step) machines.40 That means that this is
a quite recent research eld trying to replicate biological
chemical and electro-chemical macromolecular (protein)
machines.41–48

During the reversible oxidation/reduction of a polymeric
chain (reaction (2)) consecutive electrons are extracted from the
chain one by one at increasing oxidation potentials related to
the rst, second., nth ionization potentials of the chain.3,11,35

Each new electronic extraction generates a new p conjugated
at polaronic structure originating a small conformational
movement of the chain. The formation of consecutive polaronic
structures during the reaction gives large conformational
movements (large mechanical changes) of the chain helped by
the strong polaron–polaron repulsions and the polaron–coun-
terion and polaron–water attractive forces. During reduction
consecutive electrons are injected to the oxidized chain at
increasing cathodic potentials recovering both, the s bonds
between consecutive monomeric units and one of the initial
conformations related to the strong polymer–polymer interac-
tions in neutral chains. Each chain is a multi-step macromo-
lecular polymeric motor.2,11,35
Muscular model materials

As a result of the facts described in the two previous sections the
reactive material becomes a dense gel constituted by macro-
molecular electro-chemical motors, ions and solvent (Fig. 1).
This can be the model material replicating the active functional
elements and reactions of the muscle sarcomere that we were
looking for in order to perform a physical and chemical
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21489–21506 | 21491



Fig. 2 The reduced state of the polymeric chain (left reaction side) presents s bonds (free rotation allowing different conformations above the
polymer glass transition temperature, Tg) between consecutive monomeric units. The chain oxidized state (right reaction side) stores a p

conjugated flat polaronic (radical cation) structure per electron lost during the reaction. The reaction driven change of the double bond
distribution gives conformational movements becoming a reversible mono-step macromolecular motor. As the electrochemical reaction
exchanges n electrons per chain by consecutive steps each involving one electron every chain is a multi-step (n steps) macromolecular motor.
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characterization of the muscle temperature inuence on the
muscle energetic achievements.

Let see if they cover three of the basic events taking place
during any muscular actuation.

Large ionic concentration variations

The actuation of natural muscles requires the Ca2+ concentra-
tion variation for several orders of magnitude inside the dense
sarcomere gel.12 Reaction (2) drives the variation of the coun-
terion concentration, [A�], inside the conducting polymer gel
for several orders of magnitude, mimicking biological cell
processes.49 Following reaction (2) the charge consumed to
oxidize the material from the same initial state every time
controls the nal concentration of counterions in the material:
giant non-stoichiometric material.50,51

Cooperative actuation of macromolecular machines

Themuscle sarcomere works under cooperative actuation of the
electro-chemical macromolecular proteins constituting the
sarcomere, e.g. actin-myosin.12 In our model materials the
reaction (2) only occurs if the cooperative actuation of the
macromolecular machines constituting the lm, the polymer
chains, generates/destroys the required free volume to lodge/
expel, respectively, balancing counterions and solvent.52

Reaction-driven volume variations

As a consequence of the cooperative actuation of the polymeric
chains driven by the material reversible oxidation/reduction
(reaction (2)) the material volume swells/contracts, respec-
tively, in a reverse way (Fig. 1) replicating the reaction-driven
volume contraction occurring during actuation of natural
muscles.11,53–59 Thus, the main difference between model
materials and muscles is that the reversible reaction (i.e. reac-
tion (2)) of the articial material originates reversible volume
variations while in natural muscles the irreversible reaction (1)
only can drive the muscle contraction: symmetric (articial)
versus asymmetric (natural) volume variations. Articial
muscles give reversible movement by reversing the direct
current ow (the reaction). Natural muscles need the actuation
of an antagonistic muscle to recover the initial position by
relaxation.

Otherwise from the point of view of the reaction induced
volume variations the cooperative actuation of the same arti-
cial molecular motor is ambivalent: the oxidation of the
21492 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21489–21506
polymer (e.g. polypyrrole, pPy) chains originates the expansion
(reaction (2)) of the polymer lm but the contraction of any
polypyrrole-polyelectrolyte, or any polypyrrole–macroanion,
(MA�), (e.g. pPy–DBS, dodecylbenzenesulphonate), blend by
exchange of cations:31,35

ðPol*ÞðMA�ÞnðCþÞnðSÞp$½ðPolnþÞðMA� Þn� þ nCþ

þpSþ nðe�Þmetal (3)

where C+ represents the cations exchanged for charge balance
and S are the solvent molecules exchanged for osmotic balance.
Thus the same macromolecular motors (pPy chains) driven by
the reaction (2) originates the material expansion while, driven
by reaction (3) originates the material contraction. The macro-
scopic changes are a function of the chemical nature of the
polymeric material (basic CPs, substituted CPs, self-doped CPs,
polyelectrolyte or macroanion blend with a CP, hybrid organic-
inorganic, composite).35

Model materials of the sarcomere functional reactions

As summary conducting polymers and other electroactive (in
the sense that they follow reversible oxidation/reduction reac-
tions in liquid electrolytes) materials as carbon nanotubes or
graphenes can be taken as model materials of both, the basic
chemical components of the sarcomere (macromolecular
electro-chemical motors, ions and solvent) and the reaction-
driven actuation (volume variation) in natural muscles.1

Replication of the ectotherm muscular reactions and
muscular actuation under different temperatures

In this context we can use both, lms of conducting polymers
coating metal electrodes or articial muscles based on con-
ducting polymers as either, model reactive materials of any
functional sarcomere and model actuating devices of any
natural muscle. Their investigation, physical–chemical charac-
terization and theoretical description under different tempera-
tures (Fig. 3) can help to describe the muscle's responses from
cold-blooded animals.

Here we will present the goals attained during the last years.

Films coating metals as model materials of the sarcomere
functional reactions

Using lms of conducting polymers coating a metal (inert) foil
as the working electrode (Fig. 3) in liquid electrolytes the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the electrochemical system used
during the characterization of both, the model materials, polypyrrole
film here, coating a Pt electrode or the freestanding polymeric films
(linear actuators); (CE, counterelectrode; WE, working electrode; RE,
reference electrode; TP, temperature probe. This figure has been
reproduced from ref. 60with permission from Elsevier, copyright 2017.
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electrochemical responses to different potential or current
stimulus were studied at different temperatures.60 The basic
equations of the chemical and electrochemical kinetics will
Fig. 4 (a) Stationary voltammetric, or cyclovoltammetric (CV), responses
of three consecutive potential cycles performed between�0.35 and 0.25
temperatures. (b) Stationary coulovoltammetric (QV) responses obtained
different temperatures. This figure has been reproduced from ref. 60 wi

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
allow getting the quantitative equations describing the
temperature inuence on the reactions involving macromolec-
ular motors checking those expressions with the attained
experimental results.

Stimulated by potential cycles the reversible reaction exten-
sion rises with temperature. The conducting polymer coating
the metal electrode was submitted to consecutive potential
cycles in a liquid electrolyte getting, aer two or three cycles,
stationary voltammetric responses. The procedure was repeated
at different cell temperatures.60 Fig. 4 shows the attained
stationary voltammetric (current/potential) and the concomi-
tant coulovoltammetric (charge/potential) responses for
increasing, and then for decreasing, temperatures. The closed
coulovoltammetric loops guarantee the reaction reversibility
(the charge consumed by the material oxidation equals the
charge consumed by the material reduction) corroborating the
absence of any simultaneous irreversible reaction occurring in
the studied potential rage, e.g. solvent electrolysis, which
should originate open coulovoltammetric loops.34,61

Voltammetric (CV) and coulovoltammetric (QV) responses
illustrate the increase of both, the owing currents and the
consumed charges, during the lm oxidation/reduction when
the temperature rises. Here one of the reactants taking part in
reaction (2) are large polymeric chains thus, rising available
thermal energies promote, in addition to faster reaction rates
(Arrhenius) either, larger conformational movements by
from a polypyrrole film coating a Pt electrode obtained after application
V at 90mV s�1 in 0.1 MNaCl aqueous solution at different experimental
by integration of the voltammetric responses presented in Fig. 1a, for

th permission from Elsevier, copyright 2017.

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21489–21506 | 21493



Fig. 5 Top: Schemes presenting the extension of the electrochemi-
cally induced structural (volumetric) variations driven by cooperative
actuation of the macromolecular motors (the film chains) during the
reversible oxidation/reduction of the pPy film stimulated by potential
cycling at 5 �C (blue arrows) and at 40 �C (red arrows). The sub-indexes
mean: ox, oxidized; red, reduced. Bottom: the coulovoltammetric
responses show the amplitude of the reactions (consumed oxidation
charges equals the consumed reduction charges giving a closed loop))
at the working temperatures of 5 �C (blue line) and 40 �C (red line). This
figure has been reproduced from ref. 60 with permission from Elsevier,
copyright 2017.

Fig. 6 Semi logarithmic variation of the electrical specific charge
consumed by the reversible oxidation/reduction of the polypyrrole
film with the temperature obtained from coulovoltammograms in
Fig. 4b. The specific charges obtained during the temperature increase
series overlap those attained during the temperature decrease series.
This figure has been reproduced from ref. 60 with permission from
Elsevier, copyright 2017.
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relaxation of the lm chains, the generation of more free
volume in the lm, the entrance from the electrolyte of a greater
number of counterions and solvent to occupy that volume, and
the required (reaction (2)) simultaneous extraction of a higher
number of electrons from the chains giving rising currents on
the voltammetric responses (Fig. 4a) and consuming higher
coulovoltammetric charges (Fig. 4b). As conclusion rising redox
charges, which mean rising reaction extensions, as responses to
increasing reaction temperatures are linked to larger confor-
mational movements of the reacting macromolecular electro-
chemical motors, Fig. 5, under the same voltammetric stimulus.
Theoretical description of the attained experimental results

From the basic equation of the reaction (2) rate:

r ¼ �D½pPy*�
Dt

¼ � q

Ft
¼ k ½A��a½pPy*�b ¼ Ae�

Ea

RT ½A��a½pPy*�b

(4)

where r is the average reaction rate. The variation of the specic
concentration of the active centers in the lm (D[pPy*], mol g�1)
is given, following the Faraday law, by the consumed reaction
charge (Q ¼ It): D[pPy*] ¼ Q/(Fu) ¼ q/F; being q ¼ Q/u the
consumed specic charge, u the mass of the dry polymer lm
reacting inside the solution, F the Faraday's constant and Q the
full reversible reaction charge (QV maximum minus QV
minimum), a and b are the reaction orders related to the
concentration of counterions in solution and the concentration
of active centers in the polymer lm, respectively. From eqn (4)
21494 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21489–21506
a theoretical description of the temperature inuence on the
reaction extension was attained:62

ln q ¼ c� d

T
(5)

where c and d collect the constant magnitudes and T is the
working absolute temperature. The experimental results from
Fig. 3b t, Fig. 6, this theoretical description. The specic
reaction charge consumed at every temperature during the
temperature increase series overlaps the specic reaction
charge consumed during the subsequent temperature decrease
series. This fact guarantees the absence of any parallel reaction
transforming the polymer, as polymer degradation by over-
oxidation, during the experiments.

A similar evolution of the reaction charge with the experi-
mental temperature, described by the same theoretical equa-
tion were attained for different materials under stimulation by
consecutive square potential waves.62,63

As a partial conclusion the stimulation of the model material
by consecutive potential cycles or consecutive square potential
waves reveals that rising temperatures inuence the rate and
amplitude of both, the reaction and the conformational move-
ments of the reacting macromolecular motors. Now we will try
to characterize the involved energetic transitions at different
temperatures for a constant reaction extension.
Stimulation by square current waves

A different approach to our system is by exploring the temper-
ature inuence on the reaction involving macromolecular
motors under constant amplitude of the model material reac-
tion. The constant reaction extension in any electrochemical
(faradaic) reaction is guaranteed by consuming a constant
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 (a) Consecutive square current waves by flow of constant
current of 1 mA and �1 mA applied during 6 s each. (b) Concomitant
consecutive chronopotentiometric responses obtained from a pPy/Pt
film in a 0.1 M NaCl aqueous solution at 40 �C. This figure has been
reproduced from ref. 62 with permission from John Wiley and Sons,
copyright 2017.
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charge to move cyclically the material between the same
reduced and oxidized states during every experiment. Any
constant reaction extension should replicate parallel constant
muscular displacements in ectotherm animals. Submitting the
material to consecutive square current waves (Fig. 7a) guaran-
tees that those constant oxidation and reduction charges
[constant specic currents (i, mA g�1) are applied for a constant
time (t, s) each imposing thus constant specic, anodic or
cathodic, charges, q: q ¼ it] drive the cooperative actuation of
the macromolecular motors from the dense polymer gel
between the same initial and nal oxidized sates in a reversible
way.62
Fig. 8 Stationary chronopotentiometric responses from a Pt/pPy film
submitted to square current waves of (a) +1 mA (anodic response) for
6 s and (b)�1 mA (cathodic response) for 6 s at different temperatures.
The potential origin was normalized to the potential at t¼ 0 s for every
chronoamperometric response. Only the 3 initial seconds are repre-
sented here in order to see a clear evolution of the material potential.
This figure has been reproduced from ref. 62 with permission from
John Wiley and Sons, copyright 2017.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
The responses of the material potential to the square current
waves are consecutive chronopotentiometric (potential/time)
cycles (Fig. 7b). Usually aer the second cycle stationary chro-
nopotentiometric responses are attained.

For the same reaction extension the energy consumed at
rising temperatures drops. The stationary chronopotentio-
metric (potential/time) responses during the oxidation of the
model material and during the model material reduction
attained at different experimental temperatures were over-
lapped in Fig. 8. They were normalized taking as origin of each
potential transition (zero potential) the initial potential at the
current transition time (from anodic to cathodic or from
cathodic to anodic).

The evolution of the material potential during the material
reaction responds to the experimental temperature evolving at
decreasing values when the temperature rises: the reaction
resistance decreases at rising temperatures, as expected aer
Arrhenius. From the basic Buttler Volmer equation of the elec-
trochemical kinetics by substituting the concentration of active
species in the polymer (e.g. polypyrrole, pPy) at any time of the
current ow: [pPy*] ¼ [pPy*]in � (Q/uF) ¼ [pPy*]in – (It/uF) ¼
[pPy*]in � (it/F), we get the potential evolution during the
anodic reaction driven by ow of a constant specic current, ia
¼ Ia/u:64

EðtÞ ¼ E0 þ iaZ � DðPVÞ
ð1� aÞnF þ RT

ð1� aÞnF
�
ln

�
k

0
ia

kFV

�

� a ln½A�� � b ln

�
½pPy�in �

k
00
qa

kFV

�
� ln ka0

�
(6)

where qa is the specic charge (per unit of dry polymer mass)
consumed during the reaction time; D(PV) describes here the
mechanical work performed by the material volume variation
(or by the muscular actuation); Z is the impedance of the elec-
trochemical system, [A�] is the concentration of the exchanged
counterions in the liquid electrolyte, [pPy]in is the initial
concentration of active species in the polymer lm understood
as those places of the chains where a positive charge (polaron)
will be stored aer oxidation, ka0 is the standard rate coefficient
of reaction (2) forwards (anodic), ka0 ¼ A exp(�DG0/RT) and k0

and k00 are different mechanical constants that will be recovered
below.2,64

Only the temperature is changing now between consecutive
experiments thus the rest of the terms from eqn (6) remain
constant and can be collected by two new constants: e and f.
Aer any constant time of current ow for the different exper-
iments, which means for any constant reaction extension or for
the same oxidized state of the material, the material potential
decreases linearly at increasing temperatures.

E ¼ e � fT (7)

Taking into account that we are interested to quantify the
temperature inuence on the energy consumed by the muscular
action, the energy (U) consumed by the reaction of the model
material under ow of a constant specic current, i, is:
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21489–21506 | 21495
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U ¼ i

ð
EðtÞvt (8)

The integral is the area under each chronopotentiometric
(Fig. 7) response. Aer substituting E(t) from eqn (6) and col-
lecting the constant terms by two new constants (g and h) the
energy consumed to drive the same reaction extension every
time decreases at rising temperatures:62–65

U ¼ g � hT (9)

Eqn (7) and (9) indicate that both the material potential and
the energy consumed by the material reaction respond to, adapt
to and sense the material temperature. Taking into account that
eqn (8) contains eqn (6) the reaction energy includes, at any
reaction time, quantitative information about the thermal,
mechanical and chemical reaction conditions.

Experimental results attained from Fig. 8 corroborate that
the evolution of the material potential aer any constant time of
current ow follows, Fig. 9a, the temperature dependence
described by eqn (7). Otherwise the evolution of the experi-
mental consumed energy with the material temperature
follows, Fig. 9b, the theoretical description by eqn (9). In order
to guarantee that the attained results only describe the
temperature inuence experimental series were performed at
increasing temperatures and then repeated at decreasing
temperatures.

The specic energy consumed for the same anodic (oxida-
tion) reaction extension changes from 4 to 2.5 mJ g�1 when the
reaction temperature moves from 5 �C to 40 �C: the increase of
the muscle temperature saves 37.5% of the energy consumed
when the reaction occurs at the lower temperature.

If those results can be translated to ectotherm muscles they
indicate that using model materials we can attain some quanti-
tative explanation of the energetic reasons behind the selection by
nature of ectotherm animals: for the same reaction amplitude
(samemuscular displacement) they consume, as described by eqn
(9), less chemical energy, which means that they save chemicals
Fig. 9 (a) Potential reached and (b) reaction energy consumed when
a pPy/Pt film is submitted to square current waves of �1 mA for 6 s at
different temperatures. This figure has been reproduced from ref. 62
with permission from John Wiley and Sons, copyright 2017.
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(ATP or glucose), by working at higher temperatures. In other
words muscle’ reactions involving macromolecular motors as
reactants harvest energy from the thermal environment
consuming a smaller amount of chemical or electrochemical
energy to perform the same reaction extension (the same
muscular work) when the muscular temperature increases.

Higher thermal energies are available for the macromolec-
ular motors at increasing temperatures of the model material
giving faster and larger conformational movements of the
reacting macromolecular motors (Fig. 1 and 5). The energy
consumed by the reaction during every experiment to generate
by cooperative actuation of the conformational movements the
same variation of the free volume inside the material required
to lodge balancing counterions and solvent decreases very fast
when the material temperature rises. In electrochemical terms
the reaction resistance decreases due to faster and easier
conformational movements of the reacting macromolecular
motors under rising temperatures. The macromolecular motors
act as thermo-mechanical transducers: they transform thermal
energy into mechanical energy through larger and faster
conformational movements.

If translated to ectotherm muscles eqn (9) should describe
the amount of chemical energy that the muscle saves aer
heating under the sunlight or by effect of any thermal source.
Articial muscles (actuators) as model devices to get the
temperature inuence on reactions involving macromolecular
motors

The conclusions attained in the previous sections from the
study of the electrochemical reactions of model materials
coating a metal electrode open the way to move towards model
devices by exploring now the inuence of the experimental
temperature on linear66–73 and bending5,53,74–77 articial muscles
as experimental model devices of natural ectotherm muscles.

The small volume variation driven by reversible electro-
chemical reactions of self-supported lms of conducting poly-
mers, carbon nanotubes or graphenes gives reversible linear
variations of the lm length: linear actuators or linear articial
muscles.66,68,69,71,71,72,78,79,79–84 Otherwise those small reversible
variations of the lm length can be transformed to large
bending movements (up to � 360�) by construction of bilayers,
e.g. CP/tape or CP/metal foil, or triple layers as CP/tape/CP,
getting bending articial muscles.53,81,81,85,86,86–93 The resulting
linear or bending articial muscles are electro-chemo-
mechanical transducers: they transform electrical energy into
macroscopic mechanical (linear or bending) movements driven
by electrochemical reactions through the cooperative actuation
of their multi-step macromolecular or polymeric motors. Being
electrochemical (faradaic) motors, when the reaction drives the
exchange for charge balance of only one ionic specie from the
electrolyte, the consumed specic (per unit of dry polymer
mass) anodic charge, qa, controls, in absence of parallel reac-
tions (e.g. solvent electrolysis), the amplitude of the bending
movement, b, (b¼ k00qa) and the owing specic current (charge
per unit of time and per unit of polymer mass), ia, controls the
instantaneous movement rate, u, (u ¼ k0ia).2 The presence of
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 10 Experimental (straight line) and simulated from eqn (5) (dotted
line) stationary chronopotentiometric responses obtained by flow of
(a) 0.75 mA or (b) �0.75 mA through a polypyrrole film (10.77 mm �
5.09 mm x 19 mm), which dry mass after reduction is 1.6 mg, at
different temperatures (5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 �C) in 1 M LiClO4 aqueous
solution. Simulation constants: for n ¼ 50; by flow of� 0.75 mA; being
the initial concentration of active centers [Pol*] ¼ 2 mol L�1; elec-
trolyte concentration [A�] ¼ 1 M, assuming the electrochemical
coefficient a ¼ 0.5; for a polymeric film which length inside the
electrolyte ¼ 1 cm, width ¼ 0.5 cm, polypyrrole mass ¼ 1.6 mg; being
the film density ¼ 1540 g L�1. This figure has been reproduced from
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physical effects (electroosmosis and electrophoresis) control-
ling the exchange of solvent induces some minor deviations
from the linearity of the movement.61 When those quantitative
descriptions of the bending movement are substituted in eqn
(6), the evolution of themuscle potential describes the inuence
of either, the thermal, the chemical and the mechanical (posi-
tion, movement rate, movement direction and produced
mechanical work) working conditions: eqn (6) describes arti-
cial self-awareness and articial mechanical proprioception.2,94

Being faradaic motors, by reversing the sense of the current
ow (from anodic to cathodic, or vice versa) the reaction (2)
changes from oxidation to reduction and the bending move-
ment is instantaneously reversed. We have a good control of
either, the angular displacement by the consumed specic
charge, the direction and sense of the displacement by those of
the owing anodic or cathodic current, and the movement rate
trough the owing specic current.

Under those conditions we can use articial muscles as
model devices to characterize the behavior of natural muscles
from ectotherm animals under different temperatures.

Freestanding lms or bilayer muscles must be used as the
working electrode (Fig. 3) of the electrochemical cell in the
liquid electrolyte using a metal (Pt) plate as counterelectrode. A
reference electrode (RE) must be used also if we like controlling,
or following the evolution of, the muscle potential during the
reaction driving the muscular movement.

The current owing by the cell must go through the WE and
the CE giving there the concomitant reactions, e.g. polymer
oxidation at the WE and reduction of one of the electrolyte
components at the CE. By using free standing lms (linear
muscles) or bilayer bending muscles most of the applied elec-
trical energy is consumed by the reactions taking place at the
metal counterelectrode during current ow, e.g. oxygen or
hydrogen evolution in aqueous electrolytes. The energetic effi-
ciency should increase by using triple layer articial muscles
(CP/tape/CP, Section 4.3.2). When one of the CP lms is the
anode of the electrochemical cell, expanding by oxidation and
pushing the bending movement, the second CP lm acts as the
cell cathode, contracting by reduction the polymer lm and
trailing the bending movement. In a triple-layer articial
muscle both reactions, anodic and cathodic, are used to drive
the muscular movement consuming less energy to produce the
same angular displacement (the same reaction extension). In
addition, the material oxidation and reduction reactions occurs
(see Fig. 4a) inside the potential window of the water splitting:
lower reaction overpotentials (anodic and cathodic) and lower
muscle potentials will require, eqn (8), the consumption of
lower amounts of energy to perform the same muscular
displacement. If, as stated in previous sections, the reaction of
the model materials harvest energy from the environment the
higher harvesting efficiencies should be expected by using triple
layer articial muscles as model devices of ectotherm muscles.

Whatever the used device (monolayer, bilayer or triple layer)
when submitted to consecutive square waves of current respond
with a reproducible and reversible (oxidation charges equal
reduction charges) linear or bending movement (go and back)
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
describing a constant linear or angular, respectively, movement
amplitude.
Lower energies are consumed at rising T to get the same
reaction extension using freestanding lms (linear articial
muscles)

We begin using a linear articial muscle (a freestanding lm) as
the working electrode of the electrochemical cell in Fig. 3. Initi-
ating the ow of a direct anodic current from a partially reduced
state of the CP lm acting as the working electrode the muscle
potential steps (due to the electrolyte resistance plus the resis-
tance of the lm electrochemical reaction) to amore anodic value
(Fig. 10a) where the oxidation reaction (reaction (2) forwards)
starts. From there the material potential increases slowly with
time following thematerial oxidation by extraction of consecutive
electrons from each polymeric chain. When the current ow
steps from anodic to cathodic the potential steps, instanta-
neously, to a more cathodic potential value (Fig. 10b) due to the
electrolyte resistance plus the resistance to begin the reduction
(reaction (2) backwards) of the oxidized lm. There the injection
of consecutive electrons to the oxidized chains gives a continuous
increase of the muscle reduction potential. Aer getting
stationary chronopotentiometric responses by application of 2–3
consecutive square current waves the cell temperature is changed
to a new value. The experimental procedure was repeated at
different temperatures and the attained results were overlapped
(normalized) in Fig. 10.65,95

The experimental results (full lines) presented in Fig. 10
show that the evolution of the muscle potential during the go
and back bendingmuscular displacement shis to lower anodic
ref. 64 with permission from the ACS copyright 2012.
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and lower cathodic, respectively, potentials when the muscular
temperature rises. During any constant muscular dis-
placement(by ow of a direct anodic or cathodic current for
a constant time each) eqn (6) describes the evolution of the
muscle potential during the reaction time as a function of the
experimental temperature. The equation includes the
mechanical description of the muscular movement: the move-
ment rate, u, (u ¼ k0ia) and the amplitude of the muscular
movement, b, (b ¼ k00qa). The theoretical description from
eqn (6) evolves at lower potentials when the experimental
temperature raises tting, dotted lines from Fig. 10, the exper-
imental results (full lines).

Eqn (8) gives the energy consumed by the actuator to perform
a constant displacement at each studied temperature. The inte-
gral is the area under every experimental chronopotentiometric
response from Fig. 10. Fig. 11 depicts the evolution of the
consumed energy as a function of the experimental temperature
for different reaction extensions (different times of current ow in
Fig. 10). The energy consumed to perform any constant muscular
displacement decreases at rising muscular temperatures
following eqn (9), which describes both, oxidation (anodic current
ow) and reduction (cathodic current ow) processes: expansion
and contraction linear displacements.

Similar results, described by the same equations, were
attained using lms of conducting polymers exchanging
cations96 and bending bilayer95 articial muscles stimulated by
consecutive square current waves.
Lower energies are consumed at rising T to describe the same
angular displacement using bending triple-layer articial
muscles exchanging cations

In order to corroborate that any model device follows the above
equations describing the temperature inuence on the
Fig. 11 Evolution at different muscular temperatures of the electrical
energy consumed (a) to oxidize or (b) to reduce the polymer film after
different constant times (30, 60, and 90 s) of current (anodic or
cathodic, respectively) flow. The experimental points were taken from
Fig. 6. Theoretical points were calculated from eqn (9) and (6). Higher
correlation coefficients than 0.98 were obtained from the experi-
mental results. This figure has been reproduced from ref. 64 with
permission from the ACS copyright 2012.
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consumed muscular energy we will present now the results
attained from reactions driving bending triple layer articial
muscles, CP/Tape/CP (Fig. 12A).65 The main different related to
the previous section is the counterelectrode. There we used
a metal electrode where most of the energy will be consumed by
inefficient reactions. Now, for the characterization of the triple
layer muscles the counterelectrode (CE) is also a conducting
polymer lm short-circuited (Fig. 12A) with the reference elec-
trode (RE) exit from the potentiostat. Thus during application of
consecutive square current waves the chronoamperometric
responses depict the evolution of the muscle potential (working
electrode versus counterelectrode) through the muscular
displacement.
Fig. 12 (A) Scheme of the electrochemical cell with the electrodic
configuration (WE, working electrode; CE, counter electrode; RE,
reference electrode) used to study the electrochemical actuation and
energetic consumption of the triple-layer actuator (pPy–DBS/non-
conducting tape/pPy–DBS). A vision system was used for video
recording the angular displacement in aqueous electrolytes. (B)
Bending movements (amplitude, �60�) described by the triple layer in
0.1 M LiClO4 aqueous electrolyte. During anticlockwise movement,
from (a) to (c), the left side pPy–DBS film swells by reduction (flow of
cathodic current) and the right side pPy–DBS film shrinks by oxidation
under anodic current flow: (c0) show both, the exchange of cations and
the generated transversal stress gradients. By reversing the direction of
the current flow, the left side film becomes the anode and the right
side the cathode giving a clockwise movement from (c) to (a): ionic
exchange and stress gradients are reversed (a0). This figure has been
reproduced from ref. 65 with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry copyright 2011.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 14 Linear evolution of the specific electrical energy consumed at
different temperatures during the anodic and cathodic displacements
of the triple-layer muscle corresponding to the experimental results
shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b). The polypyrrolemass of themuscle reacting
inside the electrolyte was 6.6 mg. R2 is the correlation coefficient of
the linear fit. This figure has been reproduced from ref. 65 with
permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry copyright 2011.
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In addition, as a stress text for eqn (7) and (9), a chemical
difference will be included now: if the previous sections involve
conducting polymers exchanging anions (reaction (2)) during
the driving reaction, now we will choose for the construction of
the triple layer the polypyrrole–DBS (dodecylbenzenesulpho-
nate) blend, a CP that exchanges cations with the electrolyte
during electro-chemical reactions (reaction (3)).65 Fig. 12B
presents the attained bending movements (a, b, c) and the
concomitant ionic exchanges (a0, b0, c0).

Fig. 13 presents, overlapped and normalized, the attained
chronopotentiometric responses at different temperatures, The
energy consumed during the angular displacement follows the
theoretical description by eqn (9) as depicted by Fig. 14.

As a partial conclusion eqn (9) describes the temperature
inuence on the energy consumed by those reactions involving
macromolecular motors as reactants, does not matter if the
polypyrrole oxidation originates the material expansion (reac-
tion (2) forwards and Fig. 9b) or the material contraction
(reaction (3) forwards and Fig. 14).

When the temperature increases from 5 to 45 �C the
consumed anodic energy shis from 27 to 9 J g�1: at 45 �C the
energy consumed to perform every time the same angular
displacement by the triple layer muscle drops up to 33,3% of the
Fig. 13 (a) Anodic and (b) cathodic chronopotentiometric responses
attained when a triple layer artificial muscle polypyrrole–DBS/tape/
polypyrrole–DBS was submitted to square current waves of �3 mA at
different temperatures indicated on the figure in 0.1 M LiClO4 aqueous
solution driving a constant and reversible angular displacement of�45
degrees of the triple layer actuator bottom. This figure has been
reproduced from ref. 65 with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry copyright 2011.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
energy consumed to perform the same angular displacement
(the same muscular work) at 5 �C. At 45 �C the muscle actuation
saves, harvesting from the thermal environment, 66.6% of the
energy consumed at 5 �C to perform the same muscular work.
Discussion

For any chemical or electrochemical reaction Arrhenius has
stated the quantitative relationships between any reaction rate
and the temperature (eqn (4)). In addition, the Electrochemi-
cally Stimulated Conformational Relaxation (ESCR) Model97–99

states that the reaction-driven actuation of compacted macro-
molecular motors involves two control processes: the initial
conformational relaxation to open ionic channels through the
material followed by the diffusion kinetic control of counterions
from the solution inside the lm.

As for any other relaxation model (magnetic, mechanical or
electrical) the conformational relaxation time (s) of the macro-
molecular motors when the reaction of conducting polymer
lms begins is an exponential function of the molar reaction
enthalpy (DH):

s ¼ s0e
DH
RT (10)

and the energy consumed by the reaction of one mole of
polymeric segments (or macromolecular motors) involves three
terms:

DH ¼ DH* + DHc � DHr ¼ DH* + hczc � hrzr (11)

where DH* includes the molar energetic increment between the
initial (conformational compacted) and the nal (conforma-
tional relaxed-swollen) state of the reaction (i.e. reaction (2)
forwards) in the absence of any external electric eld or electric
current (as described by the Polymer Science); DHc ¼ zchc is the
energy required to compact one mole of polymeric segments (or
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21489–21506 | 21499
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macromolecular electrochemical motors) by electrochemical
reduction (reaction (2) backwards), being zc the charge
consumed to reduce-compact (by expulsion of counterions and
solvent) one mole of polymeric segments and hc is the applied
overpotential of reduction-compaction: this is the initial
conformational energetic state for reaction (2) forwards; and
DHr ¼ zrh, is the relaxation molar energy required to relax one
mole of conformational compacted polymeric segments
(macromolecular motors) generating free volume enough to
allow the initiation of the electrochemical oxidation (reaction
(2) forwards) being zr the charge consumed to relax-swell one
mole of polymeric segments and h is the oxidation overpotential
(h ¼ E � E0, being E the applied potential and E0 the standard
oxidation potential of the conducting polymer).

The ESCR model indicates that at rising temperatures the
relaxation time decreases (eqn (10)) increasing the conforma-
tional relaxation rate. As a results the voltammetric oxidation
peak (hp ¼ Ep � E0) shis to lower overpotentials:99

hp

T
¼ mþ n ln T (12)

Faster conformational relaxation rates at rising temperatures
means that the macromolecules act as thermo-mechanical
transducers: they use increasing amounts of thermal energy
from the environment to perform faster mechanical movements
of the macromolecular motors. In addition, by reduction-
compaction at the same cathodic potential for the same
reduction time the empirical molar energy stored per by poly-
meric motors (DHc) increases linearly with the temperature,
while zr remains constant.100

Otherwise for commodity polymers from the temperature
inuence on the diffusion, self-diffusion and reptation it was
stated that, above the polymer glass transition temperature, Tg,
the activation energy related to viscoelastic relaxation processes
following theWLF (Williams–Landel–Ferry, which describes the
temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient) equa-
tion101 is a function of the experimental temperature:102

Ea ¼ 2:303RC1C2T
2

ðC2 þ T þ T0Þ2
(13)

being T0 a reference temperature (usually Tg) and C1 and C2 are
quasi universal parameters, dependent on the choice of T0. Eqn
(13) describes, and the experimental results corroborate, that
the diffusion coefficient (self-diffusion, reptation or diffusion of
any other uncharged or charged species) increases by decrease
of the diffusion activation energy when the temperature rises.
As described by the ESCRmodel aer conformational relaxation
the polymer oxidation is completed under diffusion kinetic
control of the counterions through the swelling polymer. Thus,
through the DH* term conducting polymers must follow eqn
(13). The way is open now to include eqn (13) in the ESCRmodel
getting, through eqn (7) and (9), a most general equation
describing the temperature inuence of the three effects on any
macroscopic or molecular chemical or electrochemical ener-
getic change during the reaction.
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As conclusion, when any chemical or electrochemical reac-
tion involves macromolecules as reactants the reaction rate and
the reaction energy experience the synergic inuence of three
simultaneous effects: the Arrhenius law (eqn (4)), the increase of
the conformational relaxation rate (eqn (12)) and the decrease
of the diffusion coefficient (D) of the balancing counterions
through the lm (eqn (13)).

Conformational relaxation and diffusion processes can
determine even if the reaction occurs or not. Whatever the
electrical or chemical conditions the reaction does not occur at
any temperature bellow the glass transition temperature of the
macromolecular material: the total rigidity of the polymeric
chains hinders either, the conformational movements of the
chains, the cooperative actuation of the macromolecular
motors, the generation inside the lm of the free volume
required to lodge balancing counterions and solvent, the
penetration of balancing counterions and solvent from the
solution to occupy that volume and the simultaneous extraction
of electrons from the chains. The material acts below the Tg as
a very high chemo-mechanical resistance becoming innite the
reaction resistance (the reaction activation energy, Ea / N).103

Otherwise reactions 2 and 3 are structural reactions linking free
volume generation inside the lm and counterion’ dimensions.
Above the Tg very high chemo-mechanical resistances inhibit
the reaction (2) forwards when the model material is checked in
solutions of macro-anions, or polyelectrolytes where the anion
is a polymer (polyanion).34 The emerging free volume that the
actuation of the polymeric motors tries to generate in the lm is
not enough to lodge large macro-anions and the polymer
oxidation is inhibited because the counterions cannot diffuse
into the polymer (D/ 0). The reversible oxidation/reduction of
the polymer in its usual potential range is recovered as soon as
the electrode is translated back to a solution with small coun-
terions. Again the reaction resistance in a polyelectrolyte (only
polymeric anions are present) solution is too high and the
reaction is hindered inside the electrolyte potential window at
any experimental temperature due to the counterion diffusion
inhibition.

Thus, in presence of small counterions and above the Tg
both, the conformational movements of the polymeric chains
and the diffusion coefficient of the counterions are as faster as
higher the working temperature is giving faster reaction rates
(higher voltammetric currents) (Fig. 2a). Both, electrical (from
the electrolyte) and chemical (form the lm) resistances
decrease very fast when the temperature rises by increase of
either, the ionic mobility in the electrolyte, the conformational
movement rate of the polymer chains in the lm and the
counterion diffusion ow through the swelling polymer lm.
Consequently, as in any parallel electric circuit, the reaction
(driven by ow of a constant current) consumes decreasing
energies to advance through the same reaction extension (ow
of a constant charge by direct current ow for a constant time)
when the involved resistances (electrical and chemical) drop, as
depicted by Fig. 9b, 11 and 14.

Up to 60% of the energy consumed to produce a constant
muscular displacement can be saved by increasing the
temperature of the articial muscle from 5 to 45� (Fig. 14). The
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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cooperative actuation of: the Arrhenius effects, the conforma-
tional movements and the diffusion coefficient harvest from the
thermal environment up to 60% of the energy required to
perform the same muscular actuation when the temperature
rises for 40 �C.

The macromolecular motors (natural or articial) act,
simultaneously, as electro-chemo-mechanical and thermo-
mechanical transducers. They transform, simultaneously,
electrical, chemical and thermal energy into mechanical energy.

Similar electrochemical responses to those here presented
where attained at different temperatures using as model
materials or model devices different conducting polymers
(doesn't matter if exchanging anions95,104 or cations65 during the
driving reaction), carbon nanotubes105 or graphenes.106

We can conclude that the electrochemical responses from
model materials constituted by chemical macromolecular
motors open the way for a quantitative description of the
temperature-based efficiency gains observed in natural muscles
from ectotherms bellow the efficiency maximum, as indicated
at the introduction. In natural muscles higher efficiencies can
be expected if we take into account that the mechanism of
contraction involves a directional pulling on actin wile random
conformational movements originate swelling/deswelling in
model materials. Otherwise the entrance of calcium ions (ionic-
electrical current) triggers themuscular actuation, which energy
is provided by the ATP hydrolysis while the actuation of the
model materials is initiated by the electric (electronic) current
providing also the energy (electrical) required for the actuation
of the macromolecular motors. Here counterions are required
for the material charge balance during actuation of the
macromolecular motors. Both calcium ions and counterions
keep its charge during the muscular actuation. Model materials
cannot reproduce the maximum of the temperature inuence
on the energetic efficiency of natural muscles, which could be
related to the initiation of denaturation or degradation
processes. Those differences between muscles and model
materials indicate that a long scientic journey can drive,
following the way open here, to improve the quantitative
description of ectotherm muscular functions, and malfunc-
tions, here initiated.
Technological perspectives

Electrochemical macromolecular motors from conducting
polymers, carbon nanotubes, graphenes and other electroactive
materials act as transducers between thermal, electrical,
chemical and mechanical energies. The way is open now to
translate those concepts attained form the temperature inu-
ence on both, the material reactions and the articial muscles
actuation to increase either, the energetic efficiencies, the
transition times and the amplitude of the transient magnitude
of any other electrical or electrochemical device working by
cooperative actuation of macromolecular electrochemical
motors: batteries and super-capacitors,107–118 smart
windows,116,119–124 smart membranes,125–136 nervous interfaces or
articial chemical synapse,134,137–140 smart skins, smart drug
delivery,141–146 ionic trapping,32,33,147 and so on.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Thus, focusing on batteries, reaction (2) forwards indicates
the charge of the positive electrode of a battery and reaction (2)
backwards the discharge of the electrode constituted by
macromolecular electrochemical motors. Fig. 6, 9b and 14
indicate that, whatever the charge/discharge methodology the
magnitude of the charge stored and released increases very fast
when the temperature of the electrode rises. That means that
the time required to attain the same charged state (charge time)
decreases very fast when performed at rising temperatures.
Simultaneously the consumed energy (energy efficiency)
decreases by 67%: the energy consumed to attain the same
charged state decreases when the charge is performed at rising
temperatures. The charging process stores energy from both
sources: imposed electrical current and thermal environment.
All those facts are of great technological interest in present days
when the production and use of batteries is increasing expo-
nentially. They are founded on the simultaneous actuation of
the macromolecular motors from the electrodes as electro-
chemo-mechanical and thermo-mechanical transducers,
opening unexplored possibilities for batteries based on elec-
trodes constituted by macromolecular electrochemical
machines.

Similar reasons can be translated to the future development
of any other of the above-mentioned bio-replicating devices
based on materials constituted by macromolecular electro-
chemical motors. The attained results and theoretical descrip-
tions can give back information to improve the description of
natural muscles.
Biological perspectives

Translated to natural muscles from ectotherm animals the
attained results indicate that coldblooded animals consume
less chemical energy (ATP and glucose) to perform the same
mechanical work (walking, running, digestion, and so on) when
their body temperature is higher aer heating by exposing to
the sun light or to a thermal source. Eqn (4), (6) and (8) state an
initial quantication of this inuence under different experi-
mental conditions. The different experimental methodologies
applied to model materials and model devices can inspire
different procedures to get the concomitant equation constants
for natural muscle proteins. To do that scientist must attain
a control enough of the natural macromolecular motor reac-
tions with ATP to allow its physical chemical characterization
under different experimental temperatures.14,19,21–28

By using model materials the reaction saves between 40 and
60% of the consumed energy when the temperature rises from 5
to 40 �C (Fig. 9 and 14): the actuation of macromolecular motors
at the higher temperature harvest up to 60% of the consumed
energy from the thermal environment. We can hope that nature,
which has been selecting and improving protein macromolec-
ular motors for millions of years to get a directional pulling
mechanism of contraction has attained still higher efficiencies
than those here described from random conformational
movements.

Natural muscles from coldblooded animals harvest thermal
energy by the synergic actuation of three combined effects: the
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21489–21506 | 21501
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Arrhenius inuence on the reaction rate (eqn (4)), the temper-
ature inuence on the rate of the conformational movements
(eqn (12)) and the temperature inuence on activation energy of
counterions (ATP) diffusion coefficient (eqn (12)). From those
equations and other basic concepts from Polymer Science,
Electrochemical Kinetics and Mechanics a full theoretical
description and quantication of the macroscopic and molec-
ular events involving chemical and electrochemical biological
macromolecular motors (ion channel proteins, generation and
transmission of nervous pulses, electro-chemo-mechanical
information storage, enzymatic reactions, respiration allo-
steric reactions, and so on) can be attained. Those theoretical
descriptions and quantications should pave the way for
a theoretical electro-chemo-mechanical description of different
biological functions, from muscular actuation with mechanical
proprioception to brain functions.

As usual when the reactions involve macromolecular motors
despite consuming equal anodic and cathodic charges (Fig. 4b)
the consumed anodic and cathode energies are asymmetric,
Fig. 9 and 14: the energy consumed to relax-swell the macro-
molecular motors is different than that required to shrink-
contract them. Nature, using natural macromolecular motors
has selected and improved the most efficient (reaction (1)
forwards for muscles) to develop asymmetric muscular actua-
tion: muscles only work by contraction, which means that the
energy consumed by the antagonist muscle for the muscle
relaxation is lower than that consumed by reaction (1)
backwards.

In a similar way many other asymmetric biological functions
involve the actuation of macromolecular (protein) motors: ionic
pulses through ionic channels constituted by electro-chemo-
mechanical proteins only allow one way ionic ow, nervous
pulses always move from dendrites to axons or enzymatic allo-
steric reactions are irreversible reactions. As a fortunate excep-
tion despite this energetic asymmetry the hemoglobin-oxygen
allosteric reaction is reversible in the sense that it takes oxygen
from the lungs (or other respiration organs) when the oxygen
concentration is high carrying it to any organ and liberating the
oxygen to any cell where the oxygen concentration is low. Now
the study of the energetic reasons behind biological asymmetric
functions can be envisaged following experimental procedures
inspired by those above described for model materials.

Otherwise, if the evolution of the muscular reaction energy
includes, at any actuating time, quantitative information about
the muscular temperature (eqn (6)–(9)) a fraction of this reac-
tion energy can act on the temperature sensing ionic channel
proteins (electro-chemical macromolecular motors) of the
sensory neuron generating at the muscle/dendrite interface the
nervous pulse transferring to the brain this quantitative thermal
information. This hypothesis can open the way to clarify the
origin of the nervous pulse carrying this information that still
remains unknown.

Last but not least eqn (10) and (11) describe that those
reactions involving macromolecular motors include quantita-
tive information about the conformational electro-chemo-
mechanical energy (zchc) stored by the contracted state of the
motor, e.g. quantitative information storage in ion channel
21502 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 21489–21506
proteins in neurons. This conformational energy stored by the
conformational state dened by the specic electro-chemo-
mechanical conditions at each channel protein generation
time are read and carried by each generated ionic pulse during
the channel opening and then restored during the channel
closing for every opening/closing channel cycle. Those facts
open a possible way to explore and quantify how brain can store,
read and transfer quantitative information between neurons.
The basic information unit should be stored by the conforma-
tional energetic state of the closed channel protein imposed by
the specic physical chemical conditions at the channel
formation time. The energy of each generated ionic pulse
during the channel lifetime should read, carry this stored
information, which is restored every time during the channel
closing. If we corroborate the basic brain mechanism to store
and read information a long and fascinating scientic way
should be open to decipher how brain functions are generated
from the concomitant information packages.

Conclusions

The electrochemistry of conducting polymers, carbon nano-
tubes, graphenes and other electroactive materials provides
model materials of the functional biological reactions origi-
nating different biological functions: dense reactive gels
constituted by multi-step macromolecular motors, ions and
solvent.

This reactive composition replicates the basic active
components of the muscular sarcomere which reaction origi-
nates the muscular contraction.

Those reactive materials can be considered as model mate-
rials of the muscular actuation and its reactions as model
reactions of those taking place in the muscle sarcomere. The
articial muscles constructed using those materials can be
taken as model devices of natural muscles.

In order to attempt a replication of the physical chemical
behavior of muscles from ectoderm animals both, model reac-
tions and model devices have been used to determine the
inuence of the reaction temperature on both, the reaction
extension and the energy consumed by the reaction.

The experimental study gives, using different electro-
chemical methodologies, the empirical equations quantifying
the thermal inuence on the cooperative actuation of the
macromolecular electrochemical motors, whatever, articial or
natural. Those equations were theoretically attained from the
basic principles of the chemical and electrochemical kinetics.
The theoretical description ts the experimental results.

Rising temperatures decrease the reaction resistance, as
described by the Arrhenius expression, with a synergic effect by
the parallel faster conformational movements of the reacting
macromolecular motors and the faster diffusion coefficients of
the counterions. Macromolecular motors act, simultaneously,
as electro-chemo-mechanical and thermo-mechanical
transducers.

Under constant electro-chemical stimulus (cyclic voltam-
metry) the reaction extension described by the consumed
charge increases under rising temperatures because either, the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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amplitude of the conformational movements, the free volume
generated by cooperative actuation of the molecular motors, the
number of counterions and solvent molecules lodged in this
volume for charge compensation and osmotic balance and the
concomitant number of electrons extracted from the chains
increase when the temperature rises. The consumed charge
responds to, adapts to and senses (eqn (6)) the working
temperature.

Under a constant reaction extension, which means constant
muscular displacement and constant muscular work, the
consumed energy decreases for rising working temperatures.
That means that under higher muscular temperature the reac-
tion involving macromolecular motors in ectotherm animal
muscles harvests rising amounts of thermal energy from the
environment saving chemical energy.

Similar conclusions were attained using linear or bending
articial muscles as model devices which driving reactions
exchange anions or cations during actuation.

Eqn (9) describes how the reaction energy adapts to,
responds to and senses, at any reaction time (aer any constant
displacement of the muscular movement) the muscular
temperature giving the harvesting energetic efficiency of
muscular reactions in ectotherm animals.

If the evolution of the reaction energy includes, at any
actuating time, quantitative information about the muscular
temperature a fraction of this reaction energy can act on the
temperature sensing ionic channel proteins (electro-chemical
macromolecular motors) of the sensory neuron generating at
the muscle/dendrite interface the nervous pulse (the origin still
unknown) transferring to the brain this thermal information.

Those conclusions can be translated to any biological func-
tion originated by, and to any electrochemical device working
by, electro-chemo-mechanical and/or thermo-mechanical actu-
ation of macromolecular motors. Natural and articial devices
link chemical, electrical, thermal and mechanical energies.
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